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We prove that every module over a commutative homogeneous Koszul algebra 
has regularity bounded by its regularity over a polynomial ring of which the Koszul 
algebra is a homomorphic image. From this we derive a result conjectured by 
George Kempf to the effect that a suffkiently high truncation of any module over 
a homogeneous Koszul algebra has a linear free resolution. ‘E’ 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 

Statements. In this paper k denotes a field; all rings are graded 
Noetherian k-algebras generated in degree 1; and all modules are unital 
and finitely generated. Recall that the regularity reg, M of a module M 
over such a ring R is defined to be the infimum of the integers r such that 
for all i 2 0, 

Tor”(M, k)i+, = 0 for all s > r. 

Note that if Y is a minimal resolution of k by graded free R-modules, then 
( Y)j = 0 for j< i. Hence if A4 is generated in degrees 2 -t and has 
regularity <r, then the minimal graded free resolution of A4 as an 
R-module generated in a strip that extends only r steps above the diagonal 
and t steps below it. 
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In the case where R is the polynomial ring k[R,], it is clear that reg, M 
takes on a finite value for any M, and this value is significant in determin- 
ing the complexity of computing a free resolution of M, as well as in other 
computational contexts. If dim R, = s + 1, so that Proj R = P”, and M is an 
R-module of the form 

for some scheme Xc P”, then reg, A4 is the regularity of Xc P” in the 
sense of Castelnuovo, studied by Mumford [12] and many other authors 
for theoretical reasons. 

However, in the case where R is not a polynomial ring, and A4 is not a 
module of finite projective dimension, the regularity seems “often” to be 
infinite and has not been studied so far as we know, except in one case: 
the homogeneous Koszul algebras introduced (without assuming com- 
mutativity) by Priddy [13], which in the context of this paper are called 
simply Koszul algebras, are characterized by the property that, regarding 
k as the trivial R-module, 

reg, k = 0. 

That is, Koszul algebras are the algebras over which the resolution of the 
residue class field is given entirely by linear matrices. Koszul algebras are 
surprisingly common: they include algebras with quadratic monomial 
relations [S], the coordinate rings of “Segre-Veronese” embeddings [4], 
and in fact any algebra with a quadratic straightening law [9], such as the 
homogeneous coordinate ring of the Segre embedding of 5’” x IFP”’ or the 
homogeneous coordinate ring of the Grassmannian, the homogeneous 
coordinate rings of canonical curves of Clifford index > 1 [7] and curves 
of genus g embedded by a complete series of degree >2g+ 2 [S], the 
homogeneous coordinate rings of an abelian variety embedded by n times 
an ample divisor with n > 4 [lo], and indeed any high Veronese subring 
of any graded ring [Z]. The non-commutative version, studied by Backelin 
and FrGberg [3], Manin [ 111, and others includes many more interesting 
rings, beginning with the exterior algebra. 

In this paper we prove: 

THEOREM 1. Let R be a Koszul algebra, and let Q = k[ R, ] be the 
polynomial ring mapping onto R. The regularity of any module A4 over R is 
finite; in fact, 

reg, A4 d rege M. 

Recall that a module is said to have a linear resolution (in Kempf’s 
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terminology, it is an “awesome” module) if its generators are all in the 
same degree, say d, and all the matrices in its free resolution are matrices 
of linear forms; that is, reg, M(d) = 0. If it is known that M has a linear 
resolution, then the effective computation of the minimal resolution of M 
is greatly simplified by the fact that the ranks of its free modules can be 
determined from a recurrence relation. Indeed, if bi is the rank of the ith 
module, then the Poincare series Ciao 6,r’ is equal to H,( -t)/HR( --t), 
where 

H,,(t)= c dim, Mjtj 
j > 0 

is the Hilbert series, (To see this, note that taking alternating sums of 
vector space dimensions in each degree one obtains the equality of formal 
power series 

H,(t)= 1 (-l)ibiHR(f)fi=p~,(-t)HR(f), 
is0 

where the infinite sum makes sense since the order of HR( t) t’ is d+ i. Then 
replace I by --t and solve for p:(t).) 

The following consequence of Theorem 1, which was conjectured by 
Kempf, was the starting point of our investigation. It extends a result of 
Eisenbud and Goto [6] from the regular case. 

COROLLARY 2. In the situation above, if r 3 regR M, then the truncation 

Mar : = oj 5 r Mj has a linear resolution. 

Proof. Given Theorem 1 and the fact that regR k = 0, the proof used by 
Eisenbud and Goto [6, Prop. 1.11 can be applied, replacing the Koszul 
complex wherever it appears by a minimal free resolution of k over R. 1 

The proof we give for the first statement of the theorem works just as 
well whenever regR k < cc, but this probably occurs only for Koszul 
algebras: 

Conjecture. Koszul algebras are the only rings for which k has finite 
regularity. 

The conjecture is obvious for complete intersections. In general, if k has 
finite regularity, then the off-diagonal generators in the Tate resolution 
must all occur in odd homological degree. It follows that they yield central 
elements in the homotopy Lie algebra x*R. Jacobsson has conjectured that 
the center of z*R is concentrated in degrees 1 and 2, and this would suffice 
to prove our conjecture. Jacobsson’s conjecture-and thus the conjecture 
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above-was proved by Avramov [ 1, Sect. 41 in the case where the 
embedding codepth dim R, - depth R is < 3, and in some other cases as 
well. 

Before proving Theorem 1, we record a few easy remarks about 
regularity: 

LEMMA 3. (a) Zf 0 -+ M’ + M + M” + 0 is a short exact sequence of 
R-modules, then 

regR M< max(reg, M’, regR M”), 

with equality unless 

1 + regR M” = reg, M’. 

(b) Zf x E R, is a nonzerodivisor on M then 

reg, M= regR MfxM. 

(c) Zf Q is a polynomial ring, and M is a Q-module of finite length, 
then 

regeM=max(r I M,#O}, 

and in fact if dim Q 1 = n then 

TorjFM k),, + regQ M Z 0. 

ProoJ Parts (a) and (b) follow directly from the long exact sequence in 
Tor applied to the sequences 

O+M’+M+M”+O 

and 

O+M(-l)+M+M/xM-+O, 

respectively. 
To prove (c), write K for the Koszul complex on a basis of Q,, so that 

TorQ(M, k) is the homology of MO K, and let t=max(r 1 M,#O}. Since 

(M@I K& = (M(:‘$- i, 

we see that Tore(M, k), = 0 for j> i+ t, and Tor:(M, k),, I = M, # 0, 
proving both claims. 1 
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Proof of Theorem 1. First consider the case where M is a module of 
finite length. Applying part (c) of the lemma we see that 

regoM=max{r 1 M,#O}, 

and using induction on the length of M, part (a) of the lemma, and the 
assumption regR k = 0, we see at once that regR Md rego M, as required. 

Next we argue by Noetherian induction, and assume that the result 
holds for any proper homomorphic image of M. 

If the homogeneous maximal ideal R, is not an associated prime of M, 
then supposing as we may that k is infinite there will exist an element 
x E R, which is a nonzerodivisor on M, and the result follows at once by 
applying part (b) of the lemma to M, both as an R-module and as a 
Q-module. 

If M is not of finite length, but R + is associated to M, then let M’ c M 
be the largest submodule of finite length contained in M, and set 
M” = MJM’. Note that M’ # 0 and 

rego M’ d rego M; 

indeed, since R, is not associated to M”, we have 

Torf(M”, k) = (0: Q + )M.s( -n) = 0, 

so Torjf(M, k) =Torf(M’, k), and the inequality follows from the last 
statement of part (c) of the lemma. 

If reg, M” d rege M’ then by part (a) of the lemma, the finite length 
case treated above, and the preceding inequality, we obtain 

reg, Mb max(reg, M’, rego M’) 

= rego M’ 

d regQ M, 

so we may assume that rego M’ < reg, M”. Using our induction hypothesis 
and the finite length case above, we may expand this to the sequence of 
inequalities 

reg, M’ < rego M’ < regR M” d rego M”. 

Now using part (a) of the lemma, both for R and for Q, we obtain 

regR M = regR M” 

rego M = rego M”. 

Since reg, M” < rego M” by the induction, we are done. 1 
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